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ABSTRACT Given a new feature request during software evolution, developers are used to employing
existing third-party libraries and APIs for implementation. However, it is usually non-trivial to find suitable
APIs and to decide where to use these APIs in the original software. In this paper, we develop an approach
for recommending API methods and usage locations through mining various software repositories. First,
we analyze software repositories and use the feature location technique to localize feature-related files as
API usage locations. Then, we utilize the feature-related files and API libraries to identify potential API
methods for the implementation of the incoming feature request. We evaluate our approach on 5000 feature
requests selected from five Java projects, and the results demonstrate that our approach can achieve 29.7%
and 9.6% improvement in terms of Hit@5 and Hit@10 in recommending API methods, compared with
the existing approach. For API usage localization, our approach can get MAP, MRR, Hit@1, HIt@5, and
Hit@10 values with 0.293, 0.434, 0.303, 0.602, and 0.685, respectively.

INDEX TERMS Feature implementation, API recommendation, API usage location, feature location,
mining software repositories.

I. INTRODUCTION
Developers always face the challenge of implementing a
huge amount of feature requests to meet various users’
requirements during software evolution. To implement a fea-
ture request, developers are used to employing third-party
libraries or Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to
save the implementation time [1], [2].

However, in order to effectively use third-party libraries
or APIs, developers need to spend a lot of time in under-
standing the methods and classes in the original software.
At present, more than 2.6 million Java third-party libraries
are stored in Maven Central Repository.1 It is non-trivial
for developers to find suitable methods from such a huge
amount of libraries for usage. Moreover, when using APIs for
maintenance, developers have to go through a tedious process
to identify the locations of related API methods or classes in

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Hailong Sun.

1http://mvnrepository.com/repos/central

the original software. After these tedious steps, developers
can utilize these libraries or APIs in the original software to
finish the incoming feature requests implementation.

To alleviate above challenges, lots of work have been
devoted to API recommendation [3]–[9]. Thung et al. pro-
posed an approach to recommend API methods by mining
historical feature request repositories and API libraries [3].
They measured the similarity between the descriptions of
feature requests and API methods to recommend potential
API methods for implementing the incoming feature request.
Our previous work extends Thung et al.’s work, and pro-
posed an approach calledMULAPI [10], to improve the accu-
racy of API method recommendation based on API usage
location. In addition to recommend API methods, MULAPI
also recommends API usage locations to guide developers
for feature implementation. Specifically, MULAPI uses the
feature location technique [11] to identify the API usage
locations. However, when using MULAPI, there are nearly
20 parameters to set to recommend API locations, which is
not well for its generalizability.
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In this paper, we attempt to alleviate the complexity of
using MULAPI, and design a simplified technique based on
MULAPI. Specifically, we simplify the MULAPI by using
fewer parameters (from 17 to 2) during the API location
recommendation process. In this way, the complexity of the
technology is reduced and the generalizability is improved.
In addition, with respect to information retrieval technology
for computing semantic similarity, we employ CNN_NPL2

technology to improve the accuracy.
We evaluate our approach on 5000 feature requests

stored in JIRA3 issue tracking system from five Java soft-
ware projects (‘‘Axis2/ Java’’, ‘‘CXF’’, ‘‘Hadoop Com-
mon’’, ‘‘Hbase’’ and ‘‘Struts2’’), and use Hit@N, MAP and
MRR to evaluate our approach. Our study shows that our
approach achieves 29.7% and 9.6% improvement in terms
of Hit@5 and Hit@10, respectively in recommending API
methods, comparedwith the state-of-the-art approach [3]. For
recommending API usage locations, our approach can get
MAP, MRR, Hit@1, HIt@5 and Hit@10 values of 0.293,
0.434, 0.303, 0.602 and 0.685, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the technique of feature location and natu-
ral language processing. In Section III, we introduce our
approach. We describe the empirical study in Section IV, and
followed by discussing the related work in Section V. Finally,
We conclude our work in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES
A. FEATURE LOCATION
In our work, we use the feature location technique to help rec-
ommendAPI usage locations. Feature location takes a feature
request as input, and maps the feature request to the source
code, i.e., files, classes, methods, code units, etc. [11]. In the
JIRA system, there are several fields for a feature request,4

i.e., description, components, reporter, etc. Then, based on the
software repository mining technique, a set of feature related
files are generated as the locations to implement the feature
request [12].

In this paper, we use the information retrieval technique
to mine the software repository to implement the feature
location technique and identify the feature related code files.
First, we parse source code files into abstract syntax trees to
extract the static source code, i.e., classes, methods, com-
ments, etc. Then, we make use of the natural language
processing technique to compute relevance between feature
requests and source code files. In addition, we mine historical
request repository to search for similar requests. Based on
the similar historical requests, we can identify their corre-
sponding revised files as relevant to the incoming feature
request.

2http://ai.baidu.com/tech/nlp/simnet
3https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
4https://issues.apache.org/jira/secure/ShowConstantsHelp.jspa?

decorator=popup#IssueTypes

B. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
The information of a feature request and those stored in
software repositories are mostly expressed with the natural
language format. So we employ the natural language process-
ing (NLP) technique to deal with these information.

In our approach, we employ the CNN_NLP released by
Baidu AI5 for natural language processing. The CNN_NLP
is shown to be effective to compute the similarity with a
high accuracy for short texts, which is suitable for the data
in the software repositories. The interface of CNN_NLP is
implemented based on the neural network semantic matching
model with supervised massive data training, which is called
SimNet framework. The SimNet framework uses deep neural
network structure, including input layer, presentation layer,
matching layer, and output layer. The input layer is based
on the sequence of words, and the word sequence is then
converted to a word embedding sequence. The presentation
layer is to construct the word-to-sentence representation and
transform it into one ormore low-dimensional dense semantic
vectors with global web information. The matching layer
uses the expression vector of the text to perform the inter-
active calculation. Based on different application scenarios,
twomatching algorithms (representation-based matching and
interaction-based matching) are developed and finally the
matching score of two inputs is generated.

We mainly employ the CNN_NLP interface to compute
semantic similarity between two messages in the software
repositories. Given two messages M1 and M2, we input
M1 and M2, and then the interface returns their semantic
similarity result. More details can refer to their web page.6

In the following parts of this paper, we compute the similarity
of two messages as follows:

SimilarityScore(M1,M2) = CNN_NLP(M1,M2) (1)

In this paper, our approach employs this CNN_NLP inter-
face to process natural language information and computes
the similarity result between two messages.

III. OUR APPROACH
Figure 1 shows the process of our approach. The input
includes an incoming feature request, source code repository,
historical feature request repository, and API libraries. First,
we mine the source code repository and historical feature
request repository to extract feature related files and historical
similar requests which are related to the new feature request.
Then, these feature related files and similar feature requests
are processed by employing the feature location technique
to identify more accurate feature related files used as API
usage locations recommended to developers. Finally, histori-
cal similar requests, API usage locations and API libraries are
respectively analyzed to recommend API methods. By doing
this, three different lists of API methods are recommended by
mining three different data sources. In this way, a ranked list

5http://ai.baidu.com
6http://ai.baidu.com/tech/nlp
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FIGURE 1. The process of our approach.

of API methods is recommended by combining these three
different lists of API methods.

A. MINING SOFTWARE REPOSITORIES
1) MINING SOURCE CODE REPOSITORY
For API usage location, we have to analyze the source code
repository to identify feature related files. We extract the
key information from the source code files by parsing the
source code files into AST (abstract syntax tree) [13], [14],
and then extract their comments, class names, method names
and variable names. To compute the similarity between a
source code file and a feature request, we extract the summary
and description in the incoming feature request and use the
NLP (natural language processing) technique described in
Section II-B to process them. We further analyze the natural
language text and programming language text in the source
code files, respectively [15]. Natural language text contains
comments from the source code files, while programming
language text mainly includes class names, method names
and variable names. Given a new feature request FR, the fea-
ture relevant value of a source code file f is computed as
follows:

SCFScore (FR, f ) = a1 × CNN_NLP (fcmvn,FRSD)

+ a2 × CNN_NLP (fco,FRSD) (2)

fcmvn refers to the content of programming language text
in the source code file f ; fco refers to the comments in the
source code file f . FRSD is the summary and description of a
feature request FR; CNN_NLP (fcmvn,FRSD) is the similarity
value between fcmvn and FRsd computed by the CNN natural
language processing technique. We set weights a1 and a2
forCNN_NLP (fcmvn,FRSD) andCNN_NLP (fco,FRSD). The
values of them are set as 0.5 by default, and the sum of a1 and
a2 is 1. It aims to limit the maximum value of SCFScore to
be no more than 1.

At this step, we can estimate the correlation between a
source code file and a feature request via the SCFScore value
of the corresponding file based on mining the source code
repository.

2) MINING HISTORICAL FEATURE REQUEST REPOSITORY
During the implementation process of a feature request,
some files must be co-changed and the API methods will
be applied to implement it [3], [16]. In addition, there may
be some similar historical feature requests that have been
implemented. At this time, we can refer to revisions of these
similar historical feature requests to use similar API methods
in relevant or the same code files. So identifying these similar
historical requests is helpful to recommend API methods and
their usage locations.

In the process of identifying similar historical requests,
we refer to Thung et al.’ approach, which obtains the simi-
larity value between two feature requests by combining dif-
ferent fields in the feature request, i.e., summary, description,
reporter, components and priority. Our approach further con-
siders another field, i.e., ‘linked-issues’, which is necessary
and useful to identify similar historical feature requests.

Then, we compute the similarity value between two feature
requests based on their respective fields, and combine them
into an aggregated value. For each field in the feature request,
their similarity values are computed as follows.
Summary and Description: The information of these two

fields are mostly natural language text. We employ the
CNN natural language processing technique described in
Section II-B to compute the similarity values:

SDScore(FR1,FR2) = CNN_NLP(FR1SD,FR2SD) (3)

FR1SD and FR2SD represent the content in the summary
and description field for FR1 and FR2, respectively.
Components: When a feature request is implemented,

some components in the original softwaremay be revised cor-
respondingly. The similarity value of this field is computed as
follows:

CompScore(FR1,FR2) =
SFR1C

⋂
SFR2C√

NSFR1C ×
√
NSFR2C

(4)

SFR1C and SFR2C indicate the components of the incoming
feature request FR1 and the FR2’s, and the numerator is the
size of the intersection between them. NSFR1C and NSFR2C
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represent the number of components related to FR1 and FR2,
respectively.
Reporter: Reporters are users or developers who reported

these requests. The similarity is computed as follows:

RepScore(FR1,FR2) =

{
1 (the same reporter)
0 (different reporters)

(5)

Priority: Each issue in the tracking system has a prior-
ity value (e.g. ‘‘Block’’, ‘‘Critical’’, ‘‘Major’’, ‘‘Minor’’ and
‘‘Trivial’’).7 We assign value 1 for ‘‘Blocker’’, 2 for ‘‘Crit-
ical’’, 3 for ‘‘Major’’, 4 for ‘‘Minor’’ and 5 for ‘‘Trivial’’,
respectively. The formula used to compute the ‘priority’ sim-
ilarity value is as follows:

PrioScore(FR1,FR2) =
1

1+ |PrioFR1 − PrioFR2|
(6)

PrioFR1 and PrioFR2 indicate the values of feature FR1’s
priority field and FR2’s, respectively.
Linked-issues: A new feature request is sometimes linked

to previous issues. Given a new feature request FR1
and a historical feature request FR2, if the linked-issues
field of FR1 contains FR2’s issuekey(ID), the value of
LinkScore(FR1,FR2) is 1, otherwise it is 0.

Finally, we combine the similarity values of the above
fields to obtain an integrated similarity result as follows:

SimScore(FR1,FR2) = b1 × SDScore(FR1,FR2)

+ b2 × CompScore(FR1,FR2)

+ b3 × RepScore(FR1,FR2)

+ b4 × PrioScore(FR1,FR2)

+ b5 × LinkScore(FR1,FR2) (7)

SDScore(FR1,FR2), CompScore(FR1,FR2), RepScore
(FR1,FR2), PrioScore(FR1,FR2) and LinkScore(FR1,FR2)
represent the similarity values between FR1’s and FR2’s
summary and description, components, reporter, priority and
linked-issues, respectively. b1-b5 are weights of each field
contributing to the SimScore(FR1,FR2).

3) MINING API LIBRARIES
A direct and convenient way of recommending API methods
is searching API libraries to identify relevant API methods.
In the API libraries, API documents contain textual descrip-
tion for explaining each API in the library. Developers often
investigate into API documents to identify suitable API meth-
ods to implement a feature request. So we mine API libraries
through identifying the relevance between API description
and feature request text. The details will be described in
Section III-C.2-3.

B. FEATURE LOCATION
We employ the feature location technique to localize feature
related files to obtain theAPI usage locations. For implement-
ing the new feature request, developers need to modify some

7https://issues.apache.org/jira/secure/ShowConstantsHelp.jspa?
decorator=popup#IssueTypes

feature related files. In our approach, we make use of the fea-
ture location technique to get these related files as API usage
location. Feature location is a process to identify the potential
locations in the software to implement an incoming feature
request. In our approach, we localize feature related files from
two aspects. First, we mine source code repository through
computing the semantic similarity of text in feature requests
and source code files. Then, we search for similar closed or
resolved feature requests in historical feature request repos-
itory, and extract the files modified for implementing these
similar feature requests. Finally, we combine the results from
the above two steps to get the list of potential API usage
locations.

Mining source code repository has been described in
Section III-A, and other steps of feature location are shown
as follows:

1) COLLECTING FEATURE RELATED FILES
FROM SIMILAR HISTORICAL REQUESTS
During the process of implementing a feature request, some
feature related files are modified. Similar historical feature
requests may involve modification to the same or relevant
files. Thus, we can collect those files which are involved in
implementing those similar feature requests as the feature
location result.

According to the step described in Section III-A, we can
identify the top-k most similar feature requests from histor-
ical feature request repository. After that, we compute the
feature relevant value for each candidate file based on the
top-k similar feature requests. Given a file f , we compute
the feature relevant value for a new feature request FR as
follows:

SFRScore (FR, f ) =
Countf
k

(8)

Countf indicates the number of similar feature requests that
the file f was modified for their implementation.

2) INTEGRATING FEATURE LOCATION RESULTS
After the above steps, we get two sets of values for feature
related files, i.e., SCFScore (FR, f ) by mining source code
repository and SFRScore (FR, f ) by mining historical feature
repository. To generate the final API usage locations, we com-
bine the two sets of values as follows:

FLScore (FR, f ) = a× SCFScore (FR, f )

+ b× SFRScore (FR, f ) (9)

a and b are the weights for source code repository based value
and similar historical request repository based value, respec-
tively. The source code file with the highest FLScore (FR, f )
value is viewed as the most suitable API usage location
recommended to developers.

C. API METHOD RECOMMENDATION
To identify potential API methods for implementing the
incoming feature request, we mine three different data
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sources, and extract three different sets of feature related API
methods. Then, we integrate the three sets of methods into a
list of potential API methods, which will be recommended to
developers for implementing features.

1) RECOMMENDING API METHODS FROM
API USAGE LOCATIONS
In this step, we recommend API methods based on the API
usage location recommendation as shown in Section III-B.
Given a new feature request FR, its relevant files f and an
API method m, we compute API’s feature relevant value as
follows:

RecScoreL (FR,m) = α1 × CNN_NLP(fnl,md )

+α2 × CNN_NLP
(
fpl,md

)
(10)

fnl and md are the natural language text in the file f and
methodm, respectively; fpl is the programming language code
in f . The weights for similarity of natural language part and
programming language part are α1 and α2, respectively. The
values of them are set as 0.5 by default, and the sum of
a1 and a2 is 1, which aims to limit the maximum value of
RecScoreL (FR,m) to be no more than 1.

2) COLLECTING API METHODS FROM SIMILAR HISTORICAL
FEATURE REQUESTS FOR RECOMMENDATION
In this step, we extract API methods that were involved to
implement these feature requests.

We compute feature relevant values for each API method
based on similar historical feature requests by using the fol-
lowing equation.

RecScoreH (FR,m) =
Countm

k
(11)

Countm represents the number of similar feature requests
that the method m was used for these features’ implemen-
tation, and k shows the number of similar historical feature
requests.

3) MINING API LIBRARIES FOR FEATURE RELATED METHODS
To use API methods for implementing a feature request,
the corresponding API descriptions in the API libraries
should be relevant to this feature request. So we also need
to mine API libraries to get the relevance of the API method
to the incoming feature request.

For a new feature request FR and API documents, we inte-
grate the summary and description fields of the new feature
request into a whole textual format. Then, we compute the
similarity between the feature request and API documents
with the CNN natural language processing technique. The
feature relevant value between FR and methodm is computed
in the following way:

RecScoreD (FR,m) = CNN_NLP (FRd ,md ) (12)

FRd is the description text in the feature request FR, and
md is the description text of method m.

4) INTEGRATOR
Finally, we combine three sets of results generated above to
get the final values for all potential API methods, as follows:

RecScoreLHD (FR,m) = α × RecScoreL (FR,m)

+β × RecScoreH (FR,m)

+ γ × RecScoreD (FR,m) (13)

α, β and γ represent the weights of RecScoreL (FR,m),
RecScoreH (FR,m) and RecScoreD (FR,m) contributing to
the API recommendation by mining different software repos-
itories, respectively. To set appropriate values of these
weights, we employ a greedy approach based on Gibbs
sampling [17], which is shown in Section IV-D. Finally,
API methods are ranked and recommended based on the
RecScoreLHD (FR,m) values.

IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we show the evaluation of our approach. First,
we introduce the used dataset and evaluation metrics. Next,
we propose our research questions, followed by describ-
ing our experimental methodology and environment. Finally,
we present and discuss the empirical results.

A. DATASET
To evaluate our approach effectively and compare with
the state-of-the-art approach fairly, we choose the same
projects in JIRA8 that are used by Thung et al., including
‘‘Axis2/Java’’, ‘‘CXF’’, ‘‘Hadoop Common’’, ‘‘Hbase’’ and
‘‘Struts2’’. Axis2/Java 9 is a Web Services/SOAP/WSDL
engine, the successor to the widely used Apache Axis SOAP
stack. It has integrated support for the widely popular REST
style of Web services. CXF10 is an open source services
framework, which helps developers build and develop ser-
vices using frontend programming APIs, like JAX-WS and
JAX-RS. These services can speak a variety of protocols
such as SOAP, XML/HTTP, or RESTful HTTP and can work
over a variety of transports such as HTTP, JMS or JBI.
HadoopCommon11 is one of the modules in the Apache
Hadoop project, which includes the common utilities to sup-
port distributed processing of large data sets across clusters
of computers using simple programming models for reliable,
scalable, distributed computing. Hbase12 is an open-source,
distributed, versioned, non-relational database modeled for
the Hadoop database, a distributed, scalable, big data store.
Struts213 is a free, open-source, MVC framework for creat-
ing elegant, modern Java web applications, which supports
convention over configuration. Moreover, it is extensible
by using the plugin architecture, and ships with plugins to
support REST, AJAX and JSON.

8https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
9http://axis.apache.org/axis2/java/core/
10http://cxf.apache.org
11http://hadoop.apache.org
12http://hbase.apache.org
13http://struts.apache.org
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TABLE 1. Five apache subject projects for evaluation.

To evaluate the effectiveness of API method and usage
location recommendation in our study, we chose the latest
1000 closed or resolved feature requests of each project,
as Table 1 shows. For collecting methods from historical
similar requests, we also collected commit logs from Git
repositories of five projects. In addition, to collect the used
API methods in these projects, we refer to the work of
Thung et.al., and employ API methods from ten widely
used third-party libraries with the latest version in Apache
projects, i.e., commons-codec,14 commons-io,15 commons-
lang,16 commons-logging,17 easymock,18 junit,19 log4j,20

servlet-api,21 slf4j-api,22 and slf4j-log4j12.23

B. EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for API recom-
mendation, we use the following metrics:

1) MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION (MAP)
MAP is the mean value of AP (average precision) results over
the evaluated feature requests, which takes all feature related
methods into account to show the overall recommendation,
defined as the following formula:

AP =
M∑
k=1

P(k)× pos(k)
number of correctly recommended elements

(14)

M indicates the number of all the recommended results;
k represents the position in the recommendation list;
pos(k) indicates whether the result in this position (k) is
truly recommended (1 if the result is truly recommended,
otherwise 0.), and P(k) is the ratio of correctly recommended
results over top-k recommended results.

2) MEAN RECIPROCAL RANK (MRR)
The MRR indicates the reciprocal of the position of the
first feature relevant method, which is defined as the

14http://commons.apache.org /proper/commons-codec/
15http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-io/
16http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/
17http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-logging/
18http://easymock.org/api/
19http://junit.org/junit4/
20https://logging.apache.org/log4j/1.2/
21http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat−7.0-doc/servletapi/
22http://www.programmingforfuture.com/2010/05/servlet-api.html
23https://www.versioneye.com/java/org.slf4j:slf4j-log4j12/1.7.25

following formula:

MRR =
1
Q

Q∑
i=1

1
ranki

(15)

Q refers to the number of recommendation results; ranki is
the position of the first feature related method.

3) TOP-K RANK (HIT@N)
Hit@N is used to calculate the number of feature requests
where one of the related methods appears in the top N
(i.e., 1, 5, 10) results. For a feature request, if at least one of
its related methods occurs in the top N results, we consider
that the recommendation is effective, and the value of top N
is 1, otherwise it is 0.

4) GAIN
Gain is used to show the improvement between two results
generated by two approaches:

Gain =
R2 − R1
R1

× 100% (16)

R1 and R2 refer to the computation results of two
approaches, respectively.

C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
To show the effectiveness of our approach, we propose the
following three research questions.

1) RQ1: DOES OUR APPROACH OUTPERFORM
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART APPROACH IN
API METHOD RECOMMENDATION?
Our approach extends Thung et al.’s approach by mining
more software repositories and employing the feature loca-
tion technique to recommend API methods. So we first inves-
tigate whether our approach can improve the effectiveness of
API method recommendation over Thung et al.’s approach.

2) RQ2: IS OUR APPROACH EFFECTIVE IN
RECOMMENDING API USAGE LOCATION?
Our approach recommends not only API methods as tradi-
tional API recommendation techniques, but also their prob-
able usage locations. So we would like to show whether our
approach can recommend accurate API usage locations for
developers to use.

3) RQ3: HOW EFFECTIVE IS TO USE THE SOURCE CODE
REPOSITORY FOR API RECOMMENDATION?
Our approach extends Thung et al.’s approach by mining
more software repositories, i.e., source code repository. Sowe
examine whether mining source code repository is useful for
API recommendation.

D. METHODOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT
We evaluated our approach by performing stratified ten-
fold cross validations for all these five projects. Specifically,
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we first selected 1000 feature requests for each project from
their issue tracking systems, and divided them into ten groups.
Then, nine groups were combined as the historical feature
request repository, and one group was used as the set of
new feature requests. The historical feature request repository
was used to train parameters and the set of new feature
requests was used to evaluate the effectiveness. Our study
was conducted on a workstation with 24-core Intel Xeon
processor (2.4 GHz) and 32GB RAM

To obtain appropriate values for different weights in our
approach: α, β and γ in Equation (13), b1−b5 in Equation (7),
a and b in Equation (9), we employed a greedy approach
based on Gibbs sampling [17] to iteratively execute for rela-
tively optimal values of these weights. During each iteration,
each weight is optimized independently (with 0.1 increment
at each iteration from 0 to 1) and other weights are set as
constants. Then, in the similar way, several other iterations
were performed to further optimize the other weights. During
the iteration process, we employed MAP as the goal for
iterations. When the value ofMAP is the highest and does not
change any more, the iteration is finished. Finally, we obtain
the values of different weights as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Values of various weights based on Gibbs sampling.

To answer RQ1, we re-ran Thung et al.’s approach in the
same environment with the same dataset and compared the
two approaches with the same evaluation metrics defined
above, i.e., Hit@5 and Hit@10 values. We also referred to
Thung et al.’s evaluation approach to employ a ‘gold standard
set’ criterion to process feature requests [3]. To answer RQ2,
we validated our approach with 5000 feature requests from
these five projects. We employed three evaluation metrics
(MAP,MRR and Hit@N ) to measure the effectiveness of our
approach for API usage location recommendation, and these
metrics were commonly used in existing works [18]–[21].
To answer RQ3, we tuned suitable weights for recommenda-
tion of API usage locations, which can reflect the contribution
of the source code repository in recommending API methods.

E. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
1) RQ1: EFFECTIVENESS IN RECOMMENDING API METHODS
For API method recommendation, the comparative results
of our approach and Thung et al.’s are shown in Table 3,
which shows that, on average, the values of Hit@5 and
Hit@10 are improved to 0.772 and 0.832, respectively. This
means that our approach can recommend at least one feature
related method with the accuracy of 77.2% and 83.2% in the
top five and ten recommended API methods, respectively.

TABLE 3. Results of our approach VS thung et al.’s approach.

TABLE 4. Results of API usage location recommendation.

In addition, the average gain results ofHit@5andHit@10 for
our approach is 29.7% and 9.6% over Thung et al.’s approach.
For the Struts2 project, the Hit@5 and Hit@10 values of our
approach are improved by 57.14% and 18.21%, respectively.
Moreover, for API method recommendation, the improve-
ment scale of Hit@5 value is higher than Hit@10 as shown
in Table 3, which means that useful API methods can be more
easily identified for usage in the top five results with our
approach. Based on these results, we can conclude that our
approach is more accurate to recommend API methods com-
pared with the state-of-the-art technique, i.e., Thung et al.’s
approach, especially for the top five recommendation.

2) RQ2: EFFECTIVENESS IN RECOMMENDING
API USAGE LOCATIONS
Table 4 shows the accuracy of the results of our approach
in recommending API usage locations. The average values
of Hit@1, Hit@5 and Hit@10 of our approach are 0.303,
0.602 and 0.685, respectively. With respect to the top one
file, our approach can correctly identify the feature related
files with the accuracy value between 13.7% and 37.5%.With
respect to the results of top five recommended usage loca-
tions, our approach can correctly identify the feature related
files with the accuracy value between 43.8% and 69.2%.With
respect to the top ten recommended locations, our approach
can recommend at least one related location with the accu-
racy value between 56.2% and 75.4%. From the MAP and
MRR results, we notice that their average values can reach
0.293 and 0.434, respectively. So from the results discussed
above, we can conclude that the API usage location recom-
mendation is also effective, which can help developers find
the locations where they will implement the incoming feature
request.
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TABLE 5. Weights of recommendation by mining different software
repositories in our approach.

3) RQ3: EFFECTIVENESS OF SOURCE CODE REPOSITORY
IN API RECOMMENDATION
Table 5 shows the results of α, β and γ , which indicate
the weights for recommendation from API usage location,
recommendation from similar historical requests and recom-
mendation from mining API libraries, respectively. In our
approach, API method recommendation based on usage loca-
tionmainly depends on computing the relevance of the source
code files to the incoming feature request, and we use α
to show the role of mining source code repository for API
recommendation. From the results in Table 5, we notice that
recommendation from API usage location (α) is important
for recommending API methods, and the average value of α
achieves 0.82, which is about five times over recommenda-
tion frommining API libraries. That is to say, API usage loca-
tion is effective for improving the accuracy of API method
recommendation. Hence, we can conclude that mining source
code repository is effective for API recommendation.

In addition, we see from the results in Table 5 that the effec-
tiveness of API method recommendation based on mining
API libraries is the most weak. We attempted to investigate
into the experimental data in our study, and found that the
main reason is that most of descriptions of these API methods
in libraries are too short, which affect their effect in iden-
tifying relevant APIs. So using natural language processing
technique on the short text is not effective as on those data
of other software repositories with more textual descriptions.
In contrast, there are more rich information in source code
repository. So mining source code repository is more helpful
for API recommendation.

F. THREATS TO VALIDITY
First, we discuss threats to external validity used to indicate
the generalizability of our findings. In our study, we only used
5000 feature requests from five software systems and recom-
mended API methods from 10 third-party libraries. But dur-
ing the process of practical feature request implementation,
there are many existing APIs for usage. This limitation can
be reduced by conducting studies in more subject programs
(or even practical evolved projects) from more libraries.

Then, we discuss threats to internal validity indicating
experimenter bias and errors in our study. We used a greedy
algorithm to obtain weights for recommendations in our
study. However, the greedy algorithm may not always find
the best weight values. In addition, we only selected historical
feature requests from some periods for evaluation or training,

which may also affect the evaluation results of our approach.
To alleviate this limitation, we have carefully checked our
source code and performed testing to guarantee that our
techniques was correctly implemented.

Finally, we discuss threats to construct validity, used to
indicate the suitability of metrics in our study. We employed
Hit@N to evaluate the API method recommendation, which
is widely used in existing studies [3], [8], [22]–[24]. In addi-
tion, we employed MAP, MRR and Hit@N to evaluate our
approach in recommending API usage locations, which are
also well-known information retrieval metrics and widely
used in existing studies [21], [25]–[27]. However, the eval-
uation results may be different with other metrics.

V. RELATED WORK
A. API RECOMMENDATION
API recommendation is widely studied in the field of code
recommendation and reuse. In our previous work, we pro-
posed an approach called MULAPI [10]. MULAPI improves
API method recommendation based on the API usage loca-
tion. However, there are many parameters inMULAPI, which
is not well scaled for practice. In this work, we simplify
MULAPI to reduce its complexity, and the number of param-
eters is greatly reduced. In addition, with respect to the
information retrieval technology for computing similarity,
we employ CNN_NPL technology. Zheng et al. proposed an
approach to integrate relevant Web search results for a given
API to recommend potential APIs [28]. Thung et al. devel-
oped an approach that uses the APIs within a project to rec-
ommend additional relevant APIs for developers to use. Later,
they proposed a new technique, WebAPIRec. WebAPIRec
uses a personalized ranking model to recommend web APIs
for potential usage [22]. Nguyen et al. proposed an API
recommendation approach that provides relevant API rec-
ommendation based on statistical learning from fine-grained
code changes and the context of change modifications [29].
Rahman et al. developed a technique to recommend relevant
APIs by analyzing keyword-API associations in the crowd-
sourced knowledge of StackOverflow [23]. Chan et al. [4]
proposed a technique, which uses the code search to get a
graph of API methods. First, they search for similar closed
or resolved feature requests in the software repositories, and
identify the modified API methods in these feature requests.
Then, they compute the similarity between the description of
feature request and the description of API methods to recom-
mend potential API methods. The above work mainly focuses
on API recommendation. In this paper, we further recom-
mend API usage locations to guide developers to implement
the new proposed feature request.

There are some other work on finer-level code recom-
mendation. Robillard proposed a technique, Suade, which
explores the topology of structural dependencies in the
program to recommend potential methods or program ele-
ments [5]. Long et al. [7] proposed an approach which rec-
ommends methods to a target method by analyzing variables.
These work mainly focuses on analyzing the structural
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dependency in the program, and recommends the potential
program elements for usage during their development and
maintenance activity. In this paper, we recommend the prob-
able API methods and their usage locations for developers to
refer for implementing a feature request during the software
maintenance activity.

B. FEATURE LOCATION
In our work, feature location is employed to recommend
API usage locations. The goal of feature location is to get
the source code corresponding to a description of a feature
request [11].

Poshyvanyk et al. proposed an approach, which uses Latent
Semantic Indexing to obtain the feature related program
code, and then uses Formal Concept Analysis to cluster the
results as a concept lattice [30]. Wang et al. proposed to
recommend potentially relevant program code in an inter-
active feature location process [31]. They considered ongo-
ing user context in an interactive manner and performed
example-based reasoning to determine relevance of program
elements.Wang et al. performed a study to compare the effec-
tiveness of ten information retrieval based feature location
techniques [32]. The results showed that traditional infor-
mation retrieval techniques such as vector space model can
work better than more recent and complicated information
retrieval models, such as the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
model. Gethers et al. proposed an approach, which combines
different techniques, such as information retrieval, dynamic
analysis, and software repository mining together to perform
feature location [33]. Daiki et al. combined both static and
dynamic constraints in object-oriented programs, and per-
formed an interactive feature location process [34].

In this paper, we also combined information retrieval and
software repository mining technique to recommend rele-
vant files as API usage locations corresponding to a fea-
ture request. Then, we integrated the API usage locations to
recommend API methods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
To accelerate the process of feature request implementation
during software maintenance and evolution, developers usu-
ally utilize third-party APIs or libraries. However, it is tedious
and difficult to find suitable API methods and use them in
the original software. To address this challenge, we use the
feature location technique to recommend API usage loca-
tions and API methods for developers to refer based on our
previous work [10]. We simplified the MULAPI by using
fewer parameters to improve its generalizability. The empir-
ical study showed that our approach can still improve the
Hit@5 and Hit @10 results by 29.7% and 9.6% respectively
in API method recommendation.

For future work, we plan to use the query reformulation
technique to pre-process the input of feature request to further
improve the accuracy of our approach [35], [36].We also plan
to study personalized API usage location technique based on
developers’ experiences and habits [37], [38].
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